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This paper considers the nonparametric estimation of the densities of the latent
variable and the error term in the standard measurement error model when two or
more measurements are available. Using an identification result due to Kotlarski
we propose a two-step nonparametric procedure for estimating both densities based
on their empirical characteristic functions. We distinguish four cases according to
whether the underlying characteristic functions are ordinary smooth or super-
smooth. Using the loglog Law and von Mises differentials we show that our non-
parametric density estimators are uniformly convergent. We also characterize the
rate of uniform convergence in each of the four cases.  1998 Academic Press
AMS Subject classification: primary, 62G05; secondary, 62G30.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the nonparametric estimation of the densities g( } )
and h( } ) of X and = in the standard measurement error model Y=X+=,
where X and = are independent scalar random variables with E[=]=0.
Because the densities g( } ) and h( } ) are nonidentified, previous research has
assumed that the distribution of = is essentially known, in which case the
problem is called the deconvolution problem (see, e.g., Fan, 1991, Diggle
and Hall, 1993, for recent contributions). In this paper, both densities are
unknown, but we assume instead that m measurements Yj , j=1, ..., m on
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X are available with m2 so that Yj=X+= j , where (X, =1 , ..., =m) are
mutually independent with =j ’s identically distributed.
Applying a result due to Kotlarski (see P. Rao, 1992, for a statement),
we first show that the densities g( } ) and h( } ) are identified from the
knowledge of the joint density of (Y1 , Y2) say. Then we propose a two-step
nonparametric procedure for estimating both g( } ) and h( } ) from n inde-
pendent observations on the pair (Y1 , Y2). Because Kotlarski’s result
expresses the characteristic functions ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) of X and = as non-
linear functionals of the characteristic function ( } , } ) of (Y1 , Y2), our pro-
cedure naturally relies upon the nonparametric estimation of ( } , } ) so as
to obtain estimates of ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) in the first step, and upon the
inverse Fourier transformation of the latter estimated characteristic func-
tions in the second step. Using an appropriate trimming, we show that this
two-step procedure produces uniformly consistent estimates of g( } ) and
h( } ) on their respective supports.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the iden-
tification of g( } ) and h( } ) using Kotlarski’s result and we present our non-
parametric estimation procedure based on the identification result for two
or more indicators. In Section 3, we establish the uniform consistency of
our procedure, and we give its convergence rate. In particular, we dis-
tinguish four cases according to the smoothness of the underlying charac-
teristic functions. All technical proofs are included in Section 4.
2. NONPARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION
PROCEDURE
2.1. Nonparametric Identification
When the density h( } ) of = is known, the density g( } ) of X is uniquely
determined by the distribution of Y in the measurement error model
Y=X+=, where X and = are independent. See e.g. the deconvolution
problem extensively considered in the literature. As is widely known, this
is no longer the case when h( } ) is unknown. However, a result which has
been seldom recognized to our knowledge is that both densities g( } ) and
h( } ) are identified as soon as two measurements are available on X.
To simplify the presentation, we first consider the case where there are
only two indicators Y1 and Y2 . We make the following assumptions.
A1. Y1=X+=1 , Y2=X+=2 where Y1 , Y2 are random variables with
joint pdf f ( } , } ), X is a random variable with pdf g( } ), =1 , =2 are random
variables from the same pdf h( } ) with zero mean.
A2. X, =1 , =2 are mutually independent.
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A3. The characteristic functions ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) of X and = are non-
vanishing everywhere.
The following identification result relies upon Kotlarski’s result (see
P. Rao, 1992, p. 21). This result is important in the sense that it does not
only state that the densities of X and = are both identified by the joint dis-
tribution of (Y1 , Y2), but also gives explicit formulae for the characteristic
functions of these densities. It forms the basis on which our proposed non-
parametric estimation rests. Let ( } , } ) be the characteristic function of
(Y1 , Y2).
Lemma 2.1. Under A1A3, the pdfs of X and =’s are uniquely determined
by the joint distribution of (Y1 , Y2). Moreover,
,X (t)=exp |
t
0
(0, u2)u1
(0, u2)
du2 , (1)
,=(t)=
(t, 0)
,X (t)
=
(0, t)
,X (t)
. (2)
Note that Assumption A1 requires that the error terms have zero means.
A stronger assumption, which is sometimes used, is that their common
density h( } ) is symmetric about the origin. See Horowitz and Markatou
(1996) for a recent contribution within a panel data framework, which can
be reduced to the present setting. Then Lemma 2.1 clearly implies that
both g( } ) and h( } ) are identified from the joint density of (Y1 , Y2). In
the symmetric case, however, the expressions giving ,X ( } ) and ,=( } )
greatly simplify, and the problem of estimating the densities g( } ) and h( } )
becomes much easier. Indeed, if 12(t) denotes the characteristic function of
Y1&Y2 , then
,=(t)=- 12(t) (3)
where the square root is taken to be a continuous branch such that
,=(0)=1, and
,X (t)=
(t, 0)
,=(t)
. (4)
Indeed, Y1&Y2==1&=2 . Hence 12(t)=Eeit(Y1-Y2)=Eeit(=1&=2)=Eeit =1
Eeit(&=2)=,=(t) ,=(&t)=,2=(t), where the third equality follows from the
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independence of =1 and =2 and the last equality follows from the symmetry
of h( } ). It follows that ,=(t)=- 12(t) where the square root is chosen to
be a continuous branch such that ,=(0)=1. This can be seen as follows.
We may write 12(t) as 12(t)=r(t) ei%(t) where r(t) is the modulus of
12(t) and %(t) is the argument of 12(t) such that r(0)=1 and %(0)=0.
There are two solutions for the square root of 12(t), namely, - r(t) ei(%(t)2)
and - r(t) ei((%(t)2)+?). But only - r(t) ei(%(t)2) satisfies the condition ,=(0)=1
due to the condition %(0)=0. For a full treatment of characteristic func-
tions, see Lukacs (1970).
Assumption A1 can be slightly weakened. For instance, the errors =1 and
=2 need not be identically distributed in view of Kotlarski’s argument,
which only requires that X, =1 , and =2 are mutually independent. On the
other hand, to the best of our knowledge, the latter assumption, i.e., A2,
seems to be necessary for identification.
2.2. Nonparametric Estimation
This section focuses on proposing a nonparametric method for esti-
mating the densities of X and = based on the identification result of the
previous section. We will concentrate on the general case identified by
Lemma 2.1.
Again, assume that there are two indicators of X only. Let ( y1l , y2l),
l=1, ..., n be n independent observations of the pair (Y1 , Y2). The appealing
feature of Lemma 2.1 is that it explicitly expresses the characteristic func-
tions ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) as functionals of the characteristic function ( } , } ) of
(Y1 , Y2). Thus a natural procedure for estimating the densities g( } ) and
h( } ) of X and =, respectively, is to first estimate nonparametrically their
characteristic functions and to take their inverse Fourier transforms (see,
e.g., P. Rao, 1983; and Epps, 1993). Namely, we let
g^(x)=
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
e&itx, X (t) dt and h (=)=
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
e&it=, =(t) dt (5)
for x # Sg and = # Sh , where Sg and Sh are the supports of g( } ) and h( } ),
and Tn is a ‘‘trimming’’ parameter. The nonparametric estimates of the
characteristic functions of X and = are obtained from (1) and (2), respec-
tively, where the characteristic function of (Y1 , Y2) is replaced by its
empirical counterpart (see Cso rgo , 1981)
 (u1 , u2)=
1
n
:
n
l=1
exp(iu1 y1l+iu2 y2l). (6)
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That is
, X (t)=exp |
t
0
 (0, u2)u1
 (0, u2)
du2 , (7)
, =(t)=
 (t, 0)
, X (t)
. (8)
Though not necessary to our identification and estimation results, note
that A1 assumes that the =i s are identically distributed. This can be readily
used to obtain a more efficient estimator by reversing the role of y1l and
y2l , and by averaging the resulting estimator with (6). Note also that our
nonparametric density estimates g^( } ) and h ( } ) are real. Indeed, a tedious
but straightforward calculations shows that the real and imaginary parts of
, X ( } ) are even and odd functions of t, respectively. Then, it can be shown
that the same properties hold for the real and imaginary parts of , =( } ). The
desired result follows from (5).
Our nonparametric density estimators differ from the existing ones in
many aspects. First, most previous work assumes that the density of = is
known. Then the estimator g^( } ) of the density g( } ) of X is
g^(x)=
1
2? |
+
&
exp(&itx) ,K (thn)
, n(t)
,=(t)
dt (9)
where K is a kernel function, ,K(t) is its Fourier transform with ,K (0)=1,
hn is a bandwidth, and , n( } ) is the empirical characteristic function of Y
given by
, n(t)=
1
n
:
n
l=1
exp(ityl). (10)
Our estimator (5) still relies on the inverse Fourier transform of the charac-
teristic function ,X ( } ). As in (9), the characteristic function of a kernel can
be added in (5). More generally, following Diggle and Hall (1993), a dam-
ping factor can be introduced in (5) to smooth the fluctuating tails of our
estimator. On the other hand, the estimation of ,X ( } ) in our case is not as
simple as in (9) because the characteristic function ,=( } ) of = is unknown.
Moreover, the proof of the statistical properties of our estimator is less
straightforward because (i) the characteristic function of X is now a fully
nonlinear functional of the characteristic function of (Y1 , Y2) and (ii) a
denominator needs to be estimated in (7).
There exist other estimation procedures than do not rely upon the
estimation of characteristic functions. For instance, Beran and Hall (1992)
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consider the estimation of the unknown densities of bj and ej in the random
coefficient model y j=a+(b+bj) xj+ej , ( j=1, ..., n), where bj , ej , and xj
are mutually independent, bj and ej have zero means, and xj takes at least
two values. Since a and b can be consistently estimated, the identification
problem reduces to the identification of the densities of bj and ej from
zj=bjxj+ej given (zj , xj). Though they use characteristic functions to
prove the identifiability of these densities, they estimate first their moments
up to some order, which is increasing with the sample size. Then they
suggest several ways to estimate the densities from these estimated
moments. In our case it is possible to derive some moment conditions from
the equations Yi=X+=i , i=1, 2, so as to estimate the moments of X and
= up to some order. For instance, from A1 and A2 we have E[X]=E[Y1],
E[X2]=E[Y1 Y2], etc. Then, Beran and Hall’s (1992) procedures can be
used to obtain estimates of the latent densities.
Instead, our method directly estimates the characteristic functions of the
latent distributions based on the explicit expressions given by the identifica-
tion result, then inverses these estimates to get estimates of the latent den-
sities. As a matter of fact, it can be shown that our estimator (5) can be
written as
g^(x)=
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
e&itx :

r=0
i r E[X r]@
r !
tr dt,
where E[X r]@ is the natural estimate obtained from the moment conditions.
Hence our estimator considers all empirical moments, while Beran and
Hall’s estimator requires truncation of the moments increasing with sample
size. As a result, our method appears computationally easier and more
straightforward, as it avoids estimating moments one by one up to some
order. Alternatively, our estimation principle can be also applied to the
random coefficient model using Beran and Hall’s identification result since
it is derived from characteristic functions.
The previous discussion assumes that there are only two indicators.
Suppose now that there are m indicators (Y1 , ..., Ym) of X, with m2.
There are clearly two possibilities. The first solution consists in applying
our estimation procedure described above for each pair ( j, k), j{k so
as to obtain estimates gjk( } ) and h jk( } ) given in (5), and to average the
resulting estimates over the m(m&1) unordered pairs. A second solution
is to average the estimator (6) over the m(m&1) unordered pairs of
indicators (Yj , Yk), and then to apply our procedure leading to (5). It can
be easily shown that the two solutions are asymptotically equally efficient.
In addition, the rates of uniform convergence given below apply. The
second solution is, however, computationally much simpler since it requires
only one integration in (7).
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Lastly, our estimator applies to the more general repeated measurements
setting:
Yjl=Xl+=jl , j=1, ..., ml , l=1, ..., n.
This corresponds to the uneven measurements case. Assuming that ml2,
then our estimator is as in (5) with (6) replaced by
 (u1 , u2)=
1
n
:
n
l=1
1
ml(ml&1)
:
1 j{kml
exp(iu1 yjl+iu2 ykl).
Our uniform convergence rates established below apply.
3. MAIN RESULTS
3.1. Some Definitions
The rates of uniform convergence of our estimators depend on the
smoothness of the latent distributions. Following Fan (1991), the smooth-
ness of the distribution of X (say) is defined in terms of the corresponding
characteristic function ,X (t) as t  .
Definition 3.1. A distribution of a random variable Z is ordinary
smooth of order ; if its characteristic function ,Z(t) satisfies
d0 |t|&;|,Z(t)|d1 |t| &;
as t   for some positive constants, d0 , d1 , ;.
On the other hand, it is supersmooth of order ; if ,Z(t) satisfies
d0 |t| ;0 exp(&|t| ;#)|,Z(t)|d1 |t| ;1 exp(&|t|;#)
as t   for some positive constants d0 , d1 , ;, #, and constants ;0 , ;1 .
Examples of supersmooth distributions are normal, Cauchy, mixture
normal, etc. Examples of ordinary smooth distributions are uniform,
gamma, symmetric gamma, double exponential, etc.
To obtain rates of uniform convergence of our nonparametric estimators
g^( } ) and h ( } ), we make the following assumptions.
A4. The supports Sg and Sh of g( } ) and h( } ) are bounded interval sub-
sets of R.
A5. ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) are both integrable.
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Boundedness of the supports is required in our proofs and has been
adopted in other work such as Beran and Hall (1992). In the present case,
such an assumption is not as strong since it appears that the required
boundedness of the support of Yj can be satisfied by transforming the
observed Y’s suitably. In this case, the transformed Yj is assumed to be the
sum of some X and =j . Also, ordinary smooth and supersmooth distribu-
tions with bounded supports exist. For instance, by a result due to Ingham
(see Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao, 1976, Theorem 10.2) an ordinary
smooth distribution of order ; with bounded support is obtained by letting
u(t)=; log tt in that theorem with ;>0. Alternatively, a supersmooth
distribution of order ; with bounded support is obtained by letting u(t)=
t;&1&;1 log tt with 0<;<1 and ;1<0.
We shall distinguish four cases according to whether the distributions of
the latent variables X and = are ordinary smooth or supersmooth.
Case 1. ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) are both ordinary smooth.
Case 2. ,X ( } ) is ordinary smooth and ,=( } ) is supersmooth.
Case 3. ,X ( } ) is supersmooth and ,=( } ) is ordinary smooth.
Case 4. ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) are both supersmooth.
Note that A5 and the ordinary smoothness of ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) imply that
their orders ;x and ;= are greater than one.
Our smoothness assumptions are made in terms of the tail-decay of the
characteristic functions of X and =. In contrast, for the case where the
density h( } ) of = is known, Fan (1991) distinguishes the cases where ,=( } )
is ordinary smooth or supersmooth, but makes smoothness assumptions on
the density g( } ) of X in terms of Lipschitz conditions. Hence Fan’s results
and ours cannot be easily compared.
3.2. Case 1
The next lemma gives the rates of uniform convergence of , X ( } ) and
, =( } ) on some expanding set [&Tn , Tn].
Lemma 3.1. Assume A1A5. Suppose ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) are both ordinary
smooth such that dx0 |t|&;x|,X (t)|dx1 |t|&;x and d=0 |t|&;=|,=(t)|
d=1 |t|&;=. Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, =(t)&,=(t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:;x
2(1+;x+;=)
,
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where Tn=O(nlog log n):2(1+;x+;=) with 0<:<12 and 0<:<
(1+;x+;=)(2+3;x+2;=), respectively.
The next result gives the rates of uniform convergence of our density
estimates on their respective supports.
Theorem 3.1. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :
2(1+;x+;=)
+O \ nlog log n+
:(1&;x)
2(1+;x+;=)
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:(1+;x)
2(1+;x+;=)
+O \ nlog log n+
:(1&;=)
2(1+;x+;=)
for 0<:<12 and 0<:<(1+;x+;=)(2+3;x+2;=), respectively.
Recall that ;x>1 and ;=>1 because of A5 in the ordinary smooth case.
The optimal rate of uniform convergence for g^( } ) on Sg is achieved by
letting :=:x #(1+;x+;=)(2+3;x+2;=), in which case we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
1&;x
2(2+3;x+2;=)
.
On the other hand, the optimal rate of uniform convergence for h ( } ) on Sh
is achieved by letting :=:= #(1+;x+;=)(2+3;x+3;=), in which case
we have
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
1&;=
2(2+3;x+3;=)
.
Note that :=<:x so that the optimal rate of uniform convergence of h ( } )
is achieved when the rate of uniform convergence of g^( } ) is suboptimal,
namely when the latter is
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
1&;x
2(2+2;x+3;=)
.
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3.3. Case 2
The next lemma gives the rates uniform convergence of , X ( } ) and , =( } )
on some expanding set [&Tn , Tn].
Lemma 3.2. Assume A1A5. Suppose ,X ( } ) is ordinary smooth and ,=( } )
is supersmooth such that dx0 |t|&;x|,X (t)|dx1 |t|&;x and d=0 |t|;= 0
exp(&|t|;=#=)|,=(t)|d=1 |t|;= 1 exp(&|t|;=#=). Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;= 0+;x)
;=
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, =(t)&,=(t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&2;= 0+3;x
;=
where Tn=((:#= 2) log O(nlog log n))1;= and 0<:<12.
The next result gives the rates of uniform convergence of our density
estimates on their respective supports.
Theorem 3.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2, we have for
0<:<12
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;= 0+2;x
;=
+\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;x
;=
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;= 0+3;x
;=
+O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;= 1+1
;=
&1
.
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Recall that ;x>1 and ;=>0. For any 0<:<12, the rate of uniform
convergence for g^( } ) on Sg is given by the second term, i.e.,
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;x
;=
.
On the other hand, the optimal rate of uniform convergence for h ( } ) on Sh
is achieved by letting :=13, in which case we have
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
6
\log O \ nlog log n++
max _3&2;= 0+3;x;= ,
;= 1+1
;=
&1&
.
3.4. Case 3
The next lemma gives the rates of uniform convergence of , X ( } ) and
, =( } ) on some expanding set [&Tn , Tn].
Lemma 3.3. Assume A1A5. Suppose ,X ( } ) is supersmooth and ,=( } ) is
ordinary smooth such that dx0 |t|;x 0 exp(&|t|;x#x)|,X (t)|dx1 |t|;x 1
exp(&|t|;x#x) and d=0 |t|&;=|,=(t)|d=1 |t|&;=. Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;x 0+;=)
;x
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, =(t)&,=(t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+3
2
:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0+2;=
;x
where Tn=((:#x 2) log O(nlog log n))1;x with 0<:<12 and 0<:<13,
respectively.
The next result gives the rates of uniform convergence of our density
estimates on their respective supports.
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Theorem 3.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.3, we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0+2;=
;x
+O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 1+1
;x
&1
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+3
2
:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&3;x 0+2;=
;x
+\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;=
;x
for 0<:<12 and 0<:<13, respectively.
Recall that ;x>0 and ;=>1. The optimal rate of uniform convergence
for g^( } ) on Sg is achieved by letting :=13, in which case we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
6
\log O \ nlog log n++
max _ 3&2;x 0+2;=;x ,
;x 1+1
;x
&1&
.
On the other hand, for any 0<:<13 the rate of uniform convergence for
h ( } ) on Sh is given by the second term, i.e.,
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=log \O \ nlog log n++
1&;=
;x
.
3.5. Case 4
The next lemma gives the rates of uniform convergence of , X ( } ) and
, =( } ) on some expanding set [&Tn , Tn].
Lemma 3.4. Assume A1A5. Suppose ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) are both super-
smooth such that dx0 |t|;x 0 exp(&|t|;x#x)|,X (t)|dx1 |t| ;x 1 exp(&|t|;x#x)
and d=0 |t|;=0 exp(&|t| ;=#=)|,=(t)|d=1 |t| ;= 1 exp(&|t| ;=#=). Then
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sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;x 0&;= 0)
;
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, =(t)&,=(t)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0&2;= 0
;
where Tn=((:#2) log O(nlog log n))1;, 0<:<12 and 0<:<
#x (2#x+#), respectively, and ;=max[;x , ;=],
#= if ;x<;= ,
#={ #x #=#x+#= if ;x=;= , (11)#x if ;x>;= .
The next result gives the rates of uniform convergence of our density
estimates on their respective supports.
Theorem 3.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.4, we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0&2;= 0
;
+exp \& 1#x \
:#
2
log O \ nlog log n++
;x
;
+
_\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 1+1&;x
;
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0&2;= 0
;
+exp \& 1#= \
:#
2
log O \ nlog log n++
;=
;
+
_\log O \ nlog log n++
;= 1+1&;=
;
for 0<:<12 and 0<:<#x(2#x+#), respectively.
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Recall that ;x>0 and ;=>0. The actual rates of uniform convergence of
our nonparametric estimators depend on the relative magnitudes of ;x and
;= . Suppose that ;x<;= . Using the inequality exp(&*x$)>exp(&+x) for
x large enough when *>0, +>0, and 0<$<1, it follows that the rate of
uniform convergence for g^( } ) on Sg is given by the second term whenever
0<:<12, namely
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=exp \& 1#x \
:#=
2
log O \ nlog log n++
;x
;=
+
_\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 1+1&;x
;=
=o(e&c(log n)$),
where c=(1#x)(:#= 2);x ;= and $<;x ;= . Moreover, we obtain
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:#=
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0&2;= 0
;=
+O \ nlog log n+
&:2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;= 1+1&;=
;=
.
Thus the optimal rate of uniform convergence of h ( } ) is achieved by letting
:=#x (3#x+#=), in which case the convergence rate is
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&
#x
2(3#x+#=)
_\log O \ nlog log n++
max _ 3&3;x 0&2;= 0;= ,
;= 1+1&;=
;= &
.
If ;x=;= #;, we obtain
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0&2;=0
;
+O \ nlog log n+
&
:#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 1+1&;
;
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sup
= # Sg
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&3;x 0&2;= 0
;
+O \ nlog log n+
&
:#
2#=
\log O \ nlog log n++
;= 1+1&;
;
.
Thus the optimal rates of uniform convergence for g^( } ) and h ( } ) are
obtained when :=(#x+#=)(2#x+3#=) and :=13, respectively, in which
case we have
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&
#=
4#x+6#=
_\log O \ nlog log n++
max _ 3&2;x 0&2;= 0; , ;x 1+1&;; &
sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&
#x
6#x+6#=
_\log O \ nlog log n++
max _ 3&3;x 0&2;= 0; , ;= 1+1&;; &
.
Lastly, if ;x>;= , we obtain
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0&2;= 0
;x
+O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 1+1&;x
;x
.
Thus the optimal rate of uniform convergence for g^( } ) is achieved by letting
:=13, in which case we obtain
sup
x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
6
\log O \ nlog log n++
max _3&2;x 0&2;= 0;x ,
;x 1+1&;x
;x &
.
Using again the inequality exp(&*x$)>exp(&+x) for x large enough
when *>0, +>0, and 0<$<1, it follows that the rate of uniform con-
vergence for h ( } ) is given by the second term whenever 0<:<13, namely
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sup
= # Sh
|h (x)&h(x)|
=exp \& 1#= \
:#x
2
log O \ nlog log n++
;=
;x
+ \log O \ nlog log n++
;= 1+1&;=
;x
=O(e&c(log n)$),
where c=(1#=)(:#x 2);= ;x and $<;= ;x .
It is worth noting that, when ,=( } ) is supersmooth and known, Fan
(1991) found that the optimal mean square error rate of his nonparametric
estimate for the density g( } ) of X is of the order (log n)&2;=. In contrast,
whether ;x<;= , ;x=;= , or ;x>;= , we find that the optimal rate of
uniform convergence of our estimator is of the form o(e&c(log n)$) for some
c>0 and $>0. This constitutes a remarkable improvement given that our
estimator requires only m times the number of observations, where m is the
number of measurements.
4. PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 2.1. From Kotlarski’s result (see P. Rao, 1992,
Eq. (2.64)), we have
log ,X (t)=iE[X] t+|
t
0

u1 _log
(u1 , u2)
(u1 , 0) (0, u2)&u1=0 du2
=iE[X] t+|
t
0 _
(0, u2)u1
(0, u2)
&
(0, 0)u1
(0, 0) & du2
=iE[X] t+|
t
0
(0, u2)u1
(0, u2)
du2&iE[Y1] t.
Then (1) follows by noting that E[Y1]=E[X], while (2) follows from
Assumption A1. K
The crucial result upon which the lemmas and theorems of the previous
section rest is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume A1A5. (i) Suppose |(0, t)|d1 |t|&; as t  
for some positive constants d1 and ;. Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
,
where 0<:< 12 and Tn=O(nlog log n)
:2(1+;).
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(ii) Suppose |(0, t)|d0 |t|;0 exp(&|t|;#) as t   for some
positive constants d0 , ;, # and constant ;0 . Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;0)
;
,
where 0<:< 12 , and Tn=[(:#2) log O(nlog log n)]
1;.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Using (1) and (7), a Taylor expansion gives
, X (t)&,X (t)= :

l=1
,X (t)
l ! \|
t
0
 (0, u2)u1
 (0, u2)
du2&|
t
0
(0, u2)u1
(0, u2)
du2+
l
.
Let 2n(t) denote the term in parentheses. The fact that |,X (t)|1 gives
|, X (t)&,X (t)| :

l=1
|2n(t)|l. (12)
Using von Mises differentials (see Serfling, 1980), (0, u2)= exp(iu2 y2) dF
and (0, u2)u1= iy1 exp(iu2 y2) dF, we have
2n(t)= :

k=1
1
k!
dk T(F; Fn&F ), (13)
where
dk T(F; Fn&F )#
d k
d*k |
t
0
 iy1eiu2 y2 d(F+*(Fn&F ))
 eiu2 y2 d(F+*(Fn&F ))
du2 } *=0 .
Take k=1. Then direct computation yields
d
d* |
t
0
 iy1 eiu2 y2 d(F+*(Fn&F ))
 eiu2 y2 d(F+*(Fn&F ))
du2
=|
t
0
A(u2)
( eiu2 y2 d(F+*(Fn&F )))2
du2 , (14)
where
A(u2)=| iy1eiu2 y2 d(Fn&F ) | eiu2 y2 dF&| iy1eiu2 y2 dF | eiu2 y2 d(Fn&F ).
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Note that A(u2) does not depend on *. Moreover, the derivative with
respect to * of the term in parentheses in the denominator of (14) is
B(u2)=| eiu2 y2 d(Fn&F ),
which is independent of *. Thus successive differentiation of (14) gives for
any k1
dk T(F; Fn&F )=(&1)k&1 k ! |
t
0
A(u2) B(u2)k&1
(0, u2)k+1
du2 . (15)
Now, in view of A4, |Yj |M, where M>0. Let Cn=sup |Fn&F |. We
use the inequality
} |M f ( y1 , y2) dg( y1 , y2)}
 } |M g( y1 , y2)
2f ( y1 , y2)
y1 y2
dy1 dy2 }+8M sup( y1, y2) # M | g( y1 , y2)|
_\ sup( y1, y2) # M | f ( y1 , y2)|+ sup( y1, y2) # M }
f ( y1 , y2)
y1 }+ sup( y1, y2) # M }
f ( y1 , y2)
y2 }+ ,
where M=[&M, +M]_[&M, +M] (see Cso rgo , 1980). Applying this
inequality to A(u2) and B(u2) gives
A(u2)4M2u2 Cn+8M(M+1+Mu2) Cn+8M2(1+u2) Cn
=20M2u2Cn+16M 2Cn+8MCn ,
B(u2)8M(1+u2) Cn .
Hence, from (13) and (15), we obtain
|2n(t)|
 :

k=1
|
t
0
8k&1[20Mk+1(1+u2)k+8Mk(2M+1)(1+u2)k&1] C kn
|(0, u2)|k+1
du2 .
(16)
(i) Under the assumption that |(0, t)|d1 |t|&; as t  , then
there exists a>0 such that |(0, t)|d1 |t| &; for |t|a. Let b=
min |t|a |(0, t)|. Choosing Tn large enough such that Tn>a, then for
t # [&Tn , Tn]&[&a, a] we have |(0, t)|d1 |t| &;d1 |Tn |&;. Also for
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Tn large enough, then for t # [&a, a] we have |(0, t)|bd1 |Tn |&;.
Therefore for t # [&Tn , Tn] where Tn is large enough, we obtain
|(0, t)|d1 |Tn |&;.
Hence for t # [&Tn , Tn] where Tn is large enough, (16) gives
|2n(t)| :

k=1
|
Tn
0
Ak(T kn+T
k&1
n ) C
k
n
T &;(k+1)n
du2
=
AT 2(1+;)n Cn
1&AT 1+;n Cn
+
AT 1+2;n Cn
1&AT 1+;n Cn
for some constant A. By the loglog Law (see Chung, 1949; Serfling, 1980),
Cn#sup |Fn&F |=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
. (17)
Let Tn=O(nlog log n):2(1+;) where 0<:<12, then for t # [&Tn , Tn]
|2n(t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
.
It follows that for n large enough and for t # [&Tn , Tn], |2n(t)| is smaller
than one. Hence from (12)
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|, X (t)&,X (t)|
supt # [&Tn , Tn] |2n(t)|
1&supt # [&Tn , Tn] |2n(t)|
=O( sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|2n(t)| ).
The desired result follows.
(ii) Now assume that |(0, t)|d0 |t| ;0 exp(&|t|;#). By using the
same argument made in (i), we can show that for |t|Tn , where Tn is
large enough
|(0, t)|d0 |Tn |;0 exp(&|tn |;#).
Therefore, (16) gives that for |t|Tn ,
|2n(t)| :

k=1
|
Tn
0
Bk(T kn+T
k&1
n ) C
k
n
T ;0(k+1)n exp(&(k+1) |Tn |
;#)
du2
=
BCnT 2(1&;0)n exp(2T
;
n #)
1&BCnT 1&;0n exp(T
;
n #)
+
BCnT 1&2;0n exp(2T
;
n #)
1&BCn T 1&;0n exp(T
;
n #)
,
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where B is an appropriate constant. Let
Tn=_:#2 log O \
n
log log n+&
1
;
,
where 0<:<12. Then
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|2n(t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
_:#2 log O \
n
log log n+&
2(1&;0)
;
+O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
_:#2 log O \
n
log log n+&
1&2;0
;
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;0)
;
.
Hence using (12) and the same argument as in (i) yield the desired
result. K
Proof of Lemma 3.1. From the assumptions on ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) we
obtain |(0, t)|dx0d=0 |t|&(;x+;=) because (0, t)=,X (t) ,=(t). Thus
Lemma 4.1(i) with d1=dx0 d=0 and ;=;x+;= gives the desired conver-
gence result for , X ( } ) where Tn is as indicated.
To prove the second part, a Taylor expansion gives
, =(t)&,=(t)= :

k=1
,=(t)
k!
(log , =(t)&log ,=(t))k.
Because |,=(t)|1, this yields
|, =(t)&,=(t)| :

k=1
|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|k
=O(log , =(t)&log ,=(t)) (18)
provided |log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|<1.
Now by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have for
t # [&Tn , Tn] and n large enough, |(0, t)|d1 |Tn |&; and |,X (t)|
dx0 |Tn |&;x. Thus, for all t # [&Tn , Tn] we have
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|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|= } log 
 (0, t)
(0, t)
&log
, X (t)
,X (t) }
=O \}
 (0, t)&(0, t)
(0, t) }++O \}
, X (t)&,X (t)
,X (t) }+
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
2
+O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:;x
2(1+;)
(19)
where the third equality follows from Tn=O(nlog log n):2(1+;), the first
part, and
| (0, t)&(0, t)|= } |
M
&M
(Fn( y)&F( y)) iteity dy }
2MTn sup
y
|Fn( y)&F( y)|
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+ :
2(1+;)
by integration by parts and the loglog Law. Therefore
sup
t # [&Tn , Tn]
|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:;x
2(1+;)
<1
for n large enough provided 0<:<(1+;x+;=)(2+3;x+2;=). The
desired result follows from (18). K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Lemma 3.1, we have for all x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, X (t)&,X (t)| dt
+
1
2? |
&Tn
&
|,X (t)| dt+
1
2? |

Tn
|,X (t)| dt
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :
2(1+;x+;=)
+
1
? |

Tn
dx1t&;x dt
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :
2(1+;x+;=)
+O \ nlog log n+
:(1&;x)
2(1+;x+;=)
.
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Similarly, using Lemma 3.1, we have for all = # Sh
|h (=)&h(=)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, =(t)&,=(t)| dt+
1
? |

Tn
d=1 t&;= dt
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+
:(1+;x)
2(1+;x+;=)
+O \ nlog log n+
:(1&;=)
2(1+;x+;=)
. K
Proof of Lemma 3.2. From the assumptions on ,X ( } ) and ,=( } ) we
obtain |(0, t)|dx0d=0 |t|;= 0&;x exp(&|t| ;=#=). Thus Lemma 4.1(ii) with
d0=dx0d=0 , ;0=;=0&;x , ;=;= , and #=#= gives the desired convergence
result for , X ( } ) where Tn is as indicated.
The proof of the second part is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. We have
now for t # [&Tn , Tn] and n large enough, |(0, t)|dx0d=0 |Tn | ;= 0&;x
exp(&|Tn |;=#=) and |,X (t)|dx0 |Tn |&;x. Thus, for all t # [&Tn , Tn] we
have similarly to (19)
|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|
=
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
1
;=
\log O \ nlog log n++
;= 0&;x
;=
O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
+
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;= 0+;x)
;=
\log O \ nlog log n++
&
;x
;=
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x&;= 0+1
;=
+O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&2;= 0+3;x
;=
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&2;= 0+3;x
;=
.
Thus 0<:<12 ensures that |log , =(t)&log ,=(t)| is less than one
uniformly in t for n large enough. The desired result follows. K
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We need an additional lemma to prove our next results.
Lemma 4.2. For any :, ;>0, and #>0, we have
|

T
t: exp(&t;#) dt=O(T :+1&; exp(&T ;#)).
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We first show that for an incomplete gamma func-
tion F(*, T )#T t*&1e&t dt we have
F(*, T )=O(T *&1e&T). (20)
If *<1, then using the inequality in Luke (1969, p. 201) we get
T
T+1&*
<T 1&*eTF(*, T )<
T+1
T+2&*
.
Hence (20) follows. If *1, then repeated integration by parts yields
F(*, T )=O(T *&1e&T)+(*&1) } } } (*&n) F(*&n, T ).
There exists n such that *&n<1. Hence, from the preceding result, we
have F(*&n, T )=O(T *&n&1e&T). Therefore F(*, T )=O(T *&1e&T)+
O(T *&n&1e&T), which implies (20).
Now, making the change of variable u=t;# gives
|

T
t: exp(&t;#) dt=
#(:+1);
; |

T ;#
u((:+1);)&1 e&u du
=
#(:+1);
;
F \:+1; ,
T ;
# + ,
which gives the desired result by using (20). K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Using Lemma 3.2, we have for all x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, X (t)&,X (t)| dt+
1
? |
&Tn
&
dx1 t&;x dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;= 0+;x
;=
+\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;x
;=
.
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Similarly, using Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.2, we have for all = # Sh
|h (=)&h(=)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, =(t)&,=(t)| dt+
1
? |

Tn
d=1t;= 1 exp(&t;=#=) dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;= 0+3;x
;=
+O(T ;= 1+1&;=n exp(&T
;=
n #=)),
which implies the desired result using the expression for Tn . K
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Interchanging x and = in the first part of the proof
of Lemma 3.2 gives the desired convergence result for , X ( } ) where Tn is as
indicated.
For the second part, we have now for t # [&Tn , Tn] and n large enough
|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|
=
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
1
;x
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 0&;=
;x
O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
+
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;x 0+;=)
;x
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 0
;x
O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
;=&;x 0+1
;x
+O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+3:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0+2;=
;x
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+3:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0+2;=
;x
.
Thus 0<:<13 ensures that |log , =(t)&log ,=(t)| is less than one
uniformly in t for n large enough. The desired result follows. K
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. Using Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 4.2, we have for
all x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, X (t)&,X (t)| dt+
1
? |
&Tn
&
dx1t;x 1 exp(&t;x#x) dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0+;=
;x
+O(T ;x 1+1&;xn exp(&T
;x
n #n)),
which implies the desired result using the expression for Tn .
Similarly, using Lemma 3.3, we have for all = # Sh
|h (=)&h(=)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, =(t)&,=(t)| dt+
1
? |

Tn
d=1 t&;= dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+3:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&3;x 0+2;=
;x
+\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;=
;x
. K
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We have |(0, t)|dx0d=0 |t|;x 0+;= 0
exp(&|t|;x#x&|t|;=#=). Therefore |(0, t)|d0 |t|;x 0+;= 0 exp(&|t|;#),
where ;=max(;x , ;=) and # is defined in (11). Applying Lemma 4.1(ii)
gives the desired result for , X ( } ) with Tn as indicated.
For the second part, we have for t # [&Tn , Tn] and n large enough
|log , =(t)&log ,=(t)|
=
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
1
;
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 0+;= 0
;
O \ nlog log n+
&:
2
+
O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
2(1&;x 0&;= 0)
;
\log O \ nlog log n++
;x 0
;
exp \& 1#x \
:#
2
log \ nlog log n++
;x
;
+
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O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
2
\log O \ nlog log n++
1&;x 0&;= 0
;
+O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0&2;= 0
;
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
2&3;x 0&2;= 0
;
Thus 0<:<#x (2#x+#) ensures that |log , =(t)&log ,=(t)| is less than one
uniformly in t for n large enough. The desired result follows. K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Using Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 4.2, we have for
all x # Sg
| g^(x)& g(x)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, X (t)&,X (t)| dt+
1
? |
&Tn
&
dx1t;x 1 exp(&t;x#x) dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&2;x 0+;=
;
+O(T ;x 1+1&;xn exp(&T
;x
n #n)),
which implies the desired result using the expression for Tn .
Similarly, using Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 4.2, we have for all = # Sh
|h (=)&h(=)|
1
2? |
Tn
&Tn
|, =(t)&,=(t)| dt+
1
? |

Tn
d=1 t;= 1 exp(&t;=#=) dt
=O \ nlog log n+
&1
2
+:+ :#
2#x
\log O \ nlog log n++
3&3;x 0+2;= 0
;
+O(T ;= 1+1&;=n exp(&T
;=
n #=)),
which implies the desired result using the expression for Tn . K
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